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A Neural Network Analysis of Optimal CATPAC Parameters 

(abstract) 

The data analysis community has always been torn between 
quantitative and qualitative analysis. There is an 
inordinate amount of data that remains unanalyzed. The tool 
to analyze text must be easy to grasp, simple to use, allow 
for varying degrees of involvement, require minimal 
preparation of raw .data, and preferably have comparison 
capabilities through simultaneous testing and process 
measurements. Ideally, it must also have a broad application 
for varying organizational types and levels in different 
fields and possibly different languages. CATPAC, a self~ 

organizing neural network, may offer a promising approach to 
this task. It provides multivariate analysis of several 
types. In experiments, two important quantitative results 
emerge: subjective jUdgements of the simulations and 
visualizations of those simulations. NEUROSHELL was employed 
to test and verify its prediction capabilities. 

I would like to thank Joe Woelfel, Becky Omdahl, and Drew 
Campbell for their encouragement and inspiration, and Allan 
Canfield for his critical reading of this paper. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

CATPAC Historical Aspect 

The data analysis community has always been torn 

between quantitative and qualitative analysis. There are 

advantages and disadvantages to both. Quantitative 

procedures provide a precise determination, quick and easy, 

but require pre-existing coding schemes to show all possible 

outcomes. This requires detailed advance knowledge of the 

problem, and may rule out synergistic results. The richness 

of data is also compromised using this method. 

Qualitative advantages include unstructured responses, 

which provide richness of data. Nuances in the data are 

easily communicated, and there are no bounds for data 

formats. The text may be produced by words, pictures, and 

sounds. But good qualitative analysis is extremely 

difficult and rarely achieved. 

One aspect of qualitative analysis and probably the 

largest, is text analysis. Text may be the output of focus 

groups, questionnaires, or interviews, among other sources. 

Lexis-Nexis provides an inordinate amount of data. However, 

most qualitative data does not get analyzed. Large amounts 
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of both verbal and textual data exist that are poorly 

analyzed or totally un-analyzed. 

Over the past several years, devices were invented to 

analyze text. The General Inquirer is an early example of 

text analysis. It is cumbersome. Text analysis software 

is, for the most part, template matching with simple parsing 

techniques. Template matching is looking for similarity in 

words. Parsing is breaking up sentences into words and 

structures of two or more words, as clauses, phrases, etc. 

But these procedures are not satisfactory because they have 

to be precoded. The same problem exists as with other cases 

of quantitative analysis. 

A technological development that offers a promising 

approach, however, is the Artificial Neural Network (ANN). 

"ANNs are mathematical models in two senses. First, they 

represent idealized models of biological neural systems, and 

are often used as tools to help better understand the 

functioning of biological systems. But more frequently, 

ANNs are used to model other processes, and it is these 

'other kinds of uses that provide the basis for ANNs as an 

applied technology." (Woelfel,1993). 
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There are several types of ,ANNs modeled on 

neurological switch-like matrices (binary and analog 

neurons) interconnected by pathways that take on values. ' 

The network learns and forgets patterns. It relies solely 

on changing weights. The neurons are multiplied by weights 

(transfer function). These connections or weights may be 

classified by the rules which govern the weights changes. 

Type 1: Hebb Rule - unsupervised or self-organizing 

network;2 Type 2: Weights change in order to produce a 

predetermined output - supervised; and Type 3: Weights are 

directly measured by some process. Type 1 provides a 

promising analysis by enabling the user to uncover the 

underlying concepts of the data. It has the capability to 

recognize the re-occurrence of words and phrases in input 

data without the need of a pre-existing coding scheme. 

CATPAC is an example of the self-organizing neural network 

lMatrices in computers are logic networks in the form of arrays of input 
and output'leads with logic elements connected at some of the 
intersections. 

2The Hebb Rule states that the connection between nodes, that are 
simultaneously activated, is strengthened. A network of this type can 
learn an internal repre,sentation of its external environme:t:lt. 
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that has been optimized for reading te·xt and do.ing content 

analysis. 

CATPAC is a crude parser. CATPAC·breaks text up into 

words. It looks for and counts words. More advanced 

parsers can recognize phrases, clauses, nouns, verbs, 

subjects, etc. 

CATPAC is able to identify the most important words in 

a text and determine their patterns of similarity based on 

their associations in the text. From this information, 

CATPAC is able to identify the main underlying concepts 

dealt within the .text. Its neural technology provides 

pattern matching capabilities a human might have.. CATPAC 

creates its own matrix of neurons depending on the work 

required of it. "It is this process of communicating 

activation levels throughout a network of nodes that gives a 

neural network its information-processing capabilities--

which include the ability to represent, store, retrieve, and 

associate patt.erns of arbitrary complexity, and to 

generalize information learned about a given pattern to 

other related patterns." (Woelfel, 1993). 

CATPAC is designed to read and analyze text. It works 

much like the human mind. It provides enhanced qualitative 
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analyses and performs hierarchical cluster analysis. CATPAC 

is multilingual (e.g., CATPAC handles English, French, 

Spanish, Italian, German and Dutch.) 

CATPAC performs routine textual analysis. It lists 

~ words alphabetically and by frequency. It deals with the 

elimination of unnecessary articles, prepositions, and other 

superfluous words using an exclude file. It examines 

connections among remaining significant words throughout the 

text. CATPAC uncovers underlying patterns or concepts as 

clusters. 

If programs like CATPAC and their more sophisticated 

successors 'should continue to prove effective, they solve 

the problem of providing objective quantitative data from 

qualitative data and, in dOing so, provide a means to make a 

quantitative estimate. "Neural networks' capacity to read 

vast quantities of unprepared text and provide a brief and 

useful synopsis of their main concepts provides policy 

researchers with a useful tool not available with 

conventional technology." (Woelfel, 1993). 
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CATPAC Theory 

CATPAC reads and analyzes textual material by reading 

any ASCII text file. 3 CATPAC assigns a neuron to each of 

the major words chosen in the text. A moving window slides 

through the text. When a word representing a certain neuron 

is in the window, that neuron is activated. When the 

neurons are simultaneously activated, they are strengthened 

by adding the Hebb Const.ant of .05, which is the default 

strengthening factor. 4 When a given input pattern of active 

neurons represents a pattern, repeated patterns will 

activate the same neurons, strengthening them. The network 

becomes a unit and it begins to recognize and learn patterns 

to remember. 5 Several variables may be manipulated by the 

user for this task, such as unique words requested, 

3ASCII stands for the American Standard Code for Information 
Interchange. Characters are composed of a-bit codes 
(eX. 0000 0110.). 

4Khanna (1990) stated that the Hebbian Rule is a·learning strategy that 
suggests that when a cell A repeatedly and persistently participates in 
firing cell B, then A's efficiency in firing B is increased. 

5 "On the most fundamental level, neural networks perform pattern 
recognition and do so more effectively than any other technique known. 
Once the network has detected a pattern, the information can be used to 
classify, predict, and ana'lyze the causes of the pattern. Neural 
networks have been successfully applied to signal processing, modeling 
and forecasting." (Coleman, 1992) 
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scanning window size, window slide siz~, clamping of nodes 

(I/O), and cycling. CATPAC counts, sorts, and lists words 

by frequency and alphabetically. 
[ 

Unique words requested indicate how many words are I 
! 

considered necessary to evaluate. Three hundred (300) is 

the maximum possible with the system. CATPAC uses an 

exclude file to eliminate common words, articles, 

prepositions, and other repetitious words which would not 

add value to analysis. The exclude file may be modified by 

the user to add or delete entries. The unique words chosen 

by the user may not be equal to actual words found by the 

system. CATPAC begins with the words with the highest 

frequency and lists them. It then lists the words with the 
, 

next highest frequency, and so on, If a frequency has more 

words than the total of requested unique words, it will not 

list that frequency, but will cut off at the end of the 

previous frequency. Therefore, CATPAC will never exceed the 

requested unique words but may fall short of them. 

Scanning window size may be varied from one word upward. In 

its current configuration, scanning window size may grow to 

a maximum of twenty words. The scanning window indicates 

how many unique words are in each sequential scqn. 
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Scanning window slide indicates how many words the 

scanning window will move each time. If you use a slide of 

one (1) and the scanning window size is 5, then the first 

five words will be in the window, then words 2-6, 3-7, and 

so on. If, ,however you choose a size of three ( 3) and a 

Slide of five (5) , certain words will never be in the 

window. For example, initially words 1-3 will be in the 

window, then words 6-8, and 11-13, and so on. Words four 

(4) and five (5), words nine (9) and ten (10), and every 

fourth and fifth word of each remaining slide will not be in 

the window and will remain unanalyzed. 

Clamping of nodes (neurons) indicates whether to retain 

the strengthening factor as "on" (active) to produce tighter 

connections between nodes. Clamping of nodes prevents 

neurons that have been turned on, or actJvated, from being 

turned off, or deactivated. Lines between simultaneously 

stimulated nodes are tightened (Back Propagation Rule.)6 

6With the Back Propagation' Rule, errors can be expressed as a value of 
output nodes and output nodes as a function of weights. 
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cycling 

In a biological neural·network~ activation update 

processes go on in a continuous fashion. Signals are sent 

and received through a process called hysteresis (delay). 

They travel through the network at different rates of speed. 

I ., Neurons become active and inactive depending upon this 

process. 

Because of the nature of the computer, an update must 

f be planned and executed at intervals to carry out the latest 

activations. In CATPAC, this is called cycling. An update 

of all the weights takes place with each cycle. CATPAC may 

cycle two or three times and uncover second and third order 

relationships among words that otherwise may not have been 

considered. No cycling may only produce the more obvious 

associations between words and phrases. Excessive cycling, 

on the other hand, could homogenize the data and make it 

less meaningful. 

The cycling variable allows a maximum of four :.: 

iterations through the data. Each iteration is one cycle. I 
~ . 

Zero (0) cycles is an accepted choice. 
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Each connection is strengthened a maximum of 5% each 

cycle. Increasing this rate makes CATPAC learn faster. 

This number is applied to connections between nodes which 

are simultaneously activated. These connections are 

weights. T~e pattern of weights or connections among 

neurons forms a representation within CATPAC of the 

associations among the words in the text. This pattern of 

weights represents complete information about the 

similarities among all the words in the text. 

-The data are normalized to reduce the strengthening 

values to one (1) or less. Re-normalization occurs with 

each cycle so the strengthening factors grow smaller, always 

normalizing to one (1) or less. Some numbers may be 

negative. Zero (0) is the default threshold of activation 

of each node. 

All of the communication activations (weights) of all 

connecting nodes are a result of the transfer function and 

the activation function. 

Transfer Function 

Neurons are turned on by input in two distinct ways in 

CATPAC: (1) by appearing in the moving window, an9 (2).by 
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being connected to other neurons that have been turned on. 

These inputs are transformed by a transfer function. 

"CATPAC can use one of four transfer functions: a linear 

function varying between -1 and +1, a logistic function 

ranging between 0 and +1, a logistic function varying 

between -1 and +1, and a. hyperbolic tangent function varying 

between -1 and +1." (Woelfel, 1991). 

Activation Function 

Inputs are summed after being transformed by the 

transfer function above. The neuron is activated if it goes 

over a certain threshold. If it does not exceed the 

threshold, the neuron remains inactive. "The weight 

represents the proportion of the activation value of the 

node that will be communicated to the connecting nodes. The 

default threshold is 0.0 which is appropriate for three of 

the four transfer functions. (.5 would be a more reasonable 

value for the logistic varying between 0 and +1.) By 

lowering the threshold, the more likely for neurons to 

become activated: by raising the threshold, the less likely 

for neurons to become activated." (Woelfel, 1991). 
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A decay rate which counteracts the activation of 

neurons dictates how quickly a neuron returns to its rest 

condition of 0.0. Each'cycle is governed by a decay rate of 

the activation levels of neurons. If the default decay rate 

of .9 was used, each neuron would lose 90% of its activation 

with each cycle if it was not reactivated. This rate may be 

adjusted to increase or decrease the rate of speed of the 

'activation levels. 

A learning rate is also a variable of CATPAC. The 

default learning rate is .05. Each connection can only be 

strengthened a maximum of 5% for a given cycle. While 

increasing this rate may result in faster learning, the 

results may be difficult to interpret as new information is 

introduced. 

CATPAC allows for the systematic manipulation of many 

independent variables such as unique words requested, 

scanning window size, window slide size, clamping of nodes 

(1/0), and cycling. It examines the connections between 

nodes simultaneously activated to uncover the underlying 

pattern or concepts in the data. Technically, this is a 

Hopfield Analog binary pattern of connections among neurons 
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and is a complete paired comparison similarities matrix.? 

As such, it lends itself to the most powerful and 

sophisticated of statistical analyses. (Woelfel, 1991). 

Cluster Analysis 

A diameter method cluster analysis is automatically 

performed by CATPAC. The cluster analysis may be in the 

form of network analysis or a simpler and earlier version 

based on a concurrence matrix. After CAT PAC processes, it 

displays through use of Johnson's hierarchical matrix 

dendogram the words which are closely associated with one 

another; more simply, the frequency they co-occur in the 

scanning window. The dendogram graphically depicts the 

frequency words occur in relation to each other. Clusters 

of co-occurrence appear as peaks on the dendogram. 8 At the 

lowest level of analysis. All words co-occur. 

7 The Hopfield networks store conceptual structures as 
as a function of weights or relationships among nodes. 
within +/- 1. 

patterns solely 
All values are 

Sea-occurrence does not in'sist that the words are next to one another in 
the input data. 
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II . THE PROBLEM 

CATPAC's performance depends on a group of 

interrelated, non-linear parameters whose default settings 

have been established by cut-and-try methods. CATPAC's 

parameter settings have not been exposed to a systematic 

evaluation (such as the controlled application of variables 

on specific texts.) Therefore, qualities of operating 

characteristics are virtually unknown. 

II I. METHODS 

Thi's research attempted to expose CATPAC' s default 

parameters to several empirical tests to establishsome 

grounds in observation. To identify optimal CATPAC 

techniques, five (5) texts were chosen to systematically 

evaluate CATPAC: They were of various contents and lengths. 

Each text was subjected toa systematic battery of 

experiments, 102 in all, arbitrarily varying the following 

independent variables by the numbers indicated: Unique 

words of 30, 50, and 100, scanning window size from 1 - 9, 

window slide size from 1 - 3, clamping of nodes (on/off), 

and cycles from 1 - 4. Defaults were taken on threshold, 
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restoring force, decay factor, and momentum factor for all 

the experiments. 

An output correlation matrix of the-independent 

variables was produced manually. A software product, 

Experimental Design Optimizer (EDO) was applied to the 

experiment criteria requesting squared effects on the range 

of independent variables. EDO produces a list of all 

admissible experiments in addition to a list of the smallest 

number of experiments which would tell the most about the 

data. EDO provides a prediction error ratio for each 

experiment. An average error of prediction closest to one 

(1) is best. Experiments may be added to or subtracted from 

the list for optimal results. An EDO Generated Design gives 

the average, maximum, and minimum error of prediction. 

Output was initially evaluated in two ways: (1) CATPAC 

dendograms were analyzed at four (4) levels from the top of 

the dendogram. Levels 5, 10, 15, and 20 were arbitrarily 

chosen. Numbers of clusters and total words at these 

~rbitrary levels were counted and recorded. (2) Each 

experiment was subjectively rated by two humans. These 

ratings were recorded for each of the experiments. The 

weights input network (.WIN) file, an output file of CATPAC, 
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was used as input to ORESME, a software product in Galileo 

for comparison of resulting concepts with CATPAC dendograms. 

ORESME illustrates a more 'human-like understanding when 

applied to specific jobs (e.g., campaigns.) CATPAC is 

hierarchical and can only place a word in one cluster, 

whereas, ORESME may use a word in multiple concepts. 

Multidimensional scaling and Perceptual Mapping 

(Galileo) are both options of analysis through the output of 

CATPAC. But for this experiment, five (5) training sets, or 

experiments, were randomly chosen from each of the five 

texts to be entered into NEUROSHELL, a neural network 

software package. The following independent variables were 

input into records: Unique words, words found, window size, 

window slide, clamping (110), cycles run, and text used. 

Dependent variables were input as: number of clusters at 

each of four (4) levels of analysis, total number of words 

counted at each of the four (4) levels of analysis, 

subjective rating by researcher "D" and subjective rating by 

researcher "M". 

NEUROSHELL was then asked to learn the training sets. 

The program was allowed to run approximately 14 - 15 hours. 

All remaining experiments were entered into NEUROSHELL to 
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test its prediction capabilities. These experiments are the 

test sets. NEUROSHELL was tested against the test sets in 

the areas of subjective rating, (other variables, etc.). 

IV. RESULTS 

.. 
The resuit~ of CATPAC provide multivariate analysis of 

several types. Cluster analysis revealed a tendency for 

clusters'!and total words to decrease as the scanning window 

size increased. This held true when the cycles were 

increased to 2 and 3. When the cycles reached 4, the 

pattern was random, the decreasing tendency of clusters and 

total words disappeared. Clamping of nodes (off) produced a 

. stability of clusters and total words at a scanning window 

of 5 or less. This stability decreased precipitously when 

the window reached a size of 8 and 9. Clamping of nodes 

(on) tended to reduce the clusters in experiments of 

multiple cycles. These settings corresponded to the best 

values in a subjective rating. The ratings converted at rZ 

val ues of "" .. 8. 

Overall, experiments performed provided two important 

quantitative results: (1) subjective judgements of the 

simulations and (2) visualizations of those simulations. 
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NEUROSHELL was able to predict the test cases with a high 

degree of accuracy. 

This research on CATPAC put forth only initial findings 

and is by no means conclusive. It provides a method to 

quantitatively measure results in text analysis. Further 

~ research is needed. There needs to be extensive testing of 

the different.activation functions, as only default values 

were used in these experiments. Comparisons of the 

hierarchical dendogram of CATPAC with ORESME to test the 

percentage of difference of emerging concepts has only been 

touched upon. Most importantly, there is a need to provide 

systematic and quantitative comparisons of CATPAC. 

v. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this study, we are trying to predict how good CATPAC 

predicts the outcome. On the subjective side, "D" .and "M" 

rate how well CATPAC will predict the outcome, while 

NEUROSHELL predicts which of the parameters would be 

optimal, which writing is best and which parameter setting 

is best. 

This thesis tested a new procedure. Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANNs).as models of other processes offer a 
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promising approach for the analysis of unstructured raw 

data. CATPAC is a self-organizing neural network optimized 

for reading text and dOing content analysis. CATPAC 

provides an objective quantitative analysis from vast 

quantities of unprepared qualitative data and allows for a 

quantitative estimate of its contents. 

In this paper, CATPAC was analyzed by individuals and 

NEUROSHELL. This was done to evaluate its parameter 

settings in a systematic evaluation. These data were also 

run through EDO to test the error of prediction ratio of 

each experiment. This analysis used 5 different kinds of 

writing. The subjective rating by two individuals was 

inputted into NEUROSHELL. NEUROSHELL was then tested 

against the subjective ratings of the two individuals and 

against the test sets it learned. NEUROSHELL was able to 

predict the test cases with a high degree of accuracy. 

Results of this study were that using a scanning window 

size of five (5) or less was optimal when the clamping of 

nodes parameter was set at "off." Clamping of nodes "on" 

tended to reduce the clusters in. experiments of multiple 

cycles. Two or three cycles could be run with stable 
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results, .but when four (4) cycles were run, the patterns 

tended toward randomness. 

While this study tested several different kinds of 

writings and was able to identify optimal settings for these 

specific writings, the subject is open to further analysis. 

Additional types of documentation must be analyzed through 

CATPAC and analy~ed using NEUROSHELL to test whether the 

results hold true,across the spectrum of other unique 

~ 

compilations of data. Further research is needed to compare 

these findings against these unique data. 

I ! , 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX I - Examples of CATPAC Cluster Analysis 

original ASPECTS.DOC .... I)lSh for the.COIIIIU'Iication Pepe,-tant at SUNY 

GAll LED PROJECT • C.UPAI: • CLUSTER AMALYSIS 

UII1C1UE WIIIDCU CYa.ES Top ,~ levels Top 15 levels cl~tng Vlhes 
WORDS· SIZE , ctustel"'sl • clusters/ v/n v/n 

totat • wei. total j .. 

A,pect.~Doe 50 I 2 I 9/19 12/27 Y n I 
I I I 

50 I J I 9/19 12/27 Y n I 
I I 

50 • I I 7/17 10/25 V n J 
I I 

50 5 I I 5/15 7/22 V n I 
I I 

50 5 I 2 .,,6 5/22 V n I 
I I 

50 6 I 2 4/15 5{21 V n I 
I I 

50 1 I 2 2/12 3/18 Y n I 
I I 

50 8 I I 2/12 2/17 n n I 
I I 

50 '2 I 1/'n 2/17 n I n I 
I I I , I 

Major Clusters that emerved are Listed below. The Aspects docuM:nt connl", reference. ta 
thHa clusters using the I"UI'ber 01 .KIa concept. Multiplet of the concept .. V OCCUr in the document. 

1. SlnDll Groups 

2. Ccmrunicat ion Theory Cla8ses 

Ito. Real World· 

5. Student Interaction 

6. SInD I , CCIII'IIU'Iieation ClaUH Rewardinv 

8. practicel Theory 

9. Writing/Advertising 

To aummarlze, students liked smell group. with student interaction, like the non-yerbal 
CCdIIU'Ifcation class. They found SIrIIIll eonutications claues rewardi .. _ Ttley p"'irlerred 
practical theory to tommunication Theory. Writing. edvertiain; classes, and public relations 
that re1lected the reat world were .ast helpful. 
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APPENDIX I - 2 

original ~LS.DOC Inllysis of the students, of SUNY 

~BAlILEO PROJECT· tATPAC • CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

IIHCIlIE WINDOII CYCLES Top 10 I .. els Top 15 levels Cl"",lng yol .... 
WORDS SIZE • clustersl • cLustersJ yIn yIn 

totol • wds total., wdI 
~~ • 

Goals.Doc I 50 I 2 9/19 13/28 y I n 

1 I 1 
1 50 .13 6116 9124 y 1 n 

1 1 1 
1 50 1 4 5/15 9/24 y I n 

I I I 
I 50 I 5 2 '/11 3/19 y I n 

I I I 
I 50 I 6 2 3/15 Z/19 Y I n 

I I I 
I 50 17 2 Z/15 3/Z1 Y I n 

I I I 
I 50 I B 3113 2/17 n I n 

I I I 
I SO I lZ Z/l3 2118 n I n 

I I I 
! I ! 

Major Clusters that emerged are listed below. The Goals doeunent contli'ns references to 

these clusters' using the n..taf of each concept. Multiples of the concept lOy .. our In the """""'t. 
I. 8us.ines$ Major 

2. Media/Broadcasting ct.,sests 

3. Joornatf ... 

4. Writing.Skills 

S. Advertising 

6. leann Publie Relations 

7. Specific Job/Specific Coreer 

To sumllrize, Mny students were considerhlSl e business lIII)or to be IIIOst helpful in reaching goals. 
They were interested in the fields of journalism, advertising, and public relations. They wanted to 
write and speak better, ard needed specific job/carer oriented dasses, to help them echieve these 

goals. 
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APPENDIX I - 3 

DriliNiI CIWlGES.DOC .".lysil the st~1 af SUNY would .. ke to crute. better C-.."Itc.tions OII:IIrUllr'lt 

UNIQlE WI'" CYCLES 
WlDS IIZE 

Chan,es.Doc I 50 

I 
150 
I 
I 5D 

I 
I 
I 
150' 
I 
I 5D 
I 
I 50 

I 
I 50 

I 
! 

I 2 
I 
IS 
I 
I • 
I 
I 
I 
16 
I 
17 
I 
18 
I 
I '2 
I 
! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I • 
I 
I • 
I 
I 
I 
I , 
I 

GALIlEO PlOJECT • tAlPAC • CLUSTER AIiIAt.TSIS 

Top 10 lewls Tep 150 lewis el..pi!1l node. 

.. eluate"'" • eluste"" y/. y/. 
tout. well total. _ 

7,'1 I "126 I y I • 
I I 

'116 I '0/25 y I • 
I I 4", I 7/24 Y I n 

I I 
I I 
I I 

2/12 I 2/17 Y I n 

I I 
2/'6 I 3121 y I n 

I I 
2/12 I 2117 n I n 

I I 
1/11 I \116 n I n 

I I 
! ! 

Major Clusters that etnerged ere lilted below. The Changi!5 doeuwnt ccntains references to. 

these clusters using the t'iUltM'r of tach concept. Multiples of the c:onc:~t lIlY oc~r in the cIocunent. 

" COIIIU'llcaUon lltHrv ell .. e. 

2. Pub\ ic Relatiena 

3. Learn Aclvertisil1Sl 

•• Real World 

5. Offer Handa-on Reaearch 

6. Different CUrr;cuh.-

To s~rize. changes that students thqht would help the DepartDent lIOn were to replace 
theory with lIOU 'h.ndI-on' research. Offer cl"I" Iohich 'MOUld pr.re thell for career. 
in p..blic relaUont ,rd advertislns. Students 'felt. dHferent currlcuhlll which stre •• 1td 
~he "reat Wr"td" would be extremely helpful. 
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APPENDIX II - Example of CATPAC Cluster Analysis with 
sujective ratings included. 

, 

CLUSTER !llIIISlS .1 L£AO/R7 0,,-, 

EXPo: (USING lliW 

Initi.l RillS 1IIitb edditior\l\ level of INIlySlI 
Rite 

RlJlI U/l1~ _S WINOOII eTCIES level. of analysis are given II CL"",I~ R.f. Sl.l>jectl .. 

IoQUlS FIllNO SIZE , CLUSTElSnOIAL IIIl!OS Window yl. R ... 0''''l1li''1 
Le\lel 5 1",1 10 Level 1S 1",1 20 ,Llde 

.• ~ I. lO 21 2 5110 1118 6/21 1/21 Y £xpl 60/80 

2. 100 68 9 4 217 l/l4 4140 5/58 1 y Exp2 25140 

3. 100 68 5110 10m 15130 20140 1 • Expl 55160 

,. 50 42 5/10 10m Il/28 11/33 • Expl 55/15 

5. 3D 21 4/9 5/15 1/18 1121 2 • E,pI 60/50 

6. 3D 21 1 5110 811a 6/21 1/21 2 • Expil 70/80 

7. 50 40 2/7 7117 11/26 Il/ll 2 • Exp7 15/85 . 

8. 50 40 3/8 8/18 13/28 . 17137 1 • Expil 70/85 

9. 50 40 1 l/8 ll14 3119 l/24 1 Y E,p9 85/45 

10. 100 68 5 5/10 1118 11/26 13/33 2 Y E'piO 80/85 

!l. 100 68 2 l/8 7117 12127 16!l6 n Exp!l 80190 

12. 3D 21 9 117 311l 2/17 1121 • Expl2 15/55 



APPENDIX III - Example of EDO - Experimental Design 
Optimizer results on partial runs. 

VAR_NO VAR_NAME 
1 window 
2 cycles 
:) clamp 
4 wcwds 

EDO -- EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OPTIMIZER 
VERSION 5.0 

COP~"ight eCI 1987 ' 
Elv ~t~ti5t.iCCtl St.Ydies InCa 
All R19hts Reserved 
Licensed to : QUEBEC!< ONTARIO PAPER COMPANY 

TITLE:- test 
Man Mar 09 13:39:01 1992 

N_LEVELS LEVELS 
4 
4 

~ 

Squared Variablesl 
SQUARED_EFFECTS 

YES 
YES 

The t.ot-al t.imE'! taken is 0.15 rnir.utes 

ThE! Number of. E>tPe:rime.nts in the Design is- 9 

Predict.ion Error 'Ratio for £Ill admissible expt.s: 

EOP window cycles clamp words 

0.9'58 2.00 1. 00 I. 00 30.01) 
1 • O::~':t 2.00 1 • (to 1.00 '50.00 
(1,846 2.00 r:83 2.00 ~g.OO 0.8;:-12 2.00 2.0(1 _ .Ou 
I. 077 2.00 .... I.OC! I. 00 38. 00 
0.942 2.0(1 2.&0 I. 00 5 .00 
L (141 2.0t) 2. I) 2.00 30'8° 0.792 2.00 2'°8 2.00 -50. 0 
1.0E:2 2.00 3.0 1.00 30.00 
0.929 2.00 3.00 1.00 50.00 
1.073 "'/.00 3.00 ~: 88 38. 00 
Q.8IZ 2.0(1 3.(10 5 .(11) 
U.919 2.00 4'°8 1.00 30.00 
0.948 ~. g~1 4.0 1. (to 58. 00 
0.902 4.00 3:88 3 '80 0.827 2:08 4.0B . 50. 0 
0.977 4.00 1.0 1 • (to 30.00 
1. §81 US 1. [IE U% 50.08 
0 ... .44 1.0' 30.0 
0.935 4.00 I. 00 2.0(1 50.0~ 

I:H1 4'88 N8 l. "8 ~8'O 4. I I. (I I .1J1I 
0.955 4.00 ;1.00 2.00 30'80 
0.~57 4.00 3:~g 2. on ~o. 10 
I) • • 9';' 4.00 1. (if; ..,:1(1. 0(1 
0.981 4. (10 3.00 1. 00 50·.00 
0.967 4. (1) 3.00 2.00 30.00 
(t.84'j 4.00 3.0(1 2.00 5(1,%0 
0.?E.2 4.00 4.00 1.00 ;go. 0 
1.038 4.00 4.00 1. 00 ;:,0.00 
0.821 4.01) 4.00 ;,.00 30.00 
b¥907 4B (1(1 4'80 L=QO 50,"0 

.942 q2 I. 0 1.00 30.00 
1.193 l. 00 1.00 50.00 
0.812 6. 0 I. 00 L.O(l 30.00 
1.906 §.Oii 1:8& 2.00 50.g0 
0.'158 0.00 1. 00 30. 0 
1. 0(19 b·W' 2.0Q I. Q(I ~&:g8 o.'1f1{, 6.,0 2.0u 2. ul) " ... r: 

~. Of' 3.:83 2.00 )3:88 P~5 .00 l. SR I, ?'j .00 :I:SS ~&:g3 l.921 6.00 h,~ 
(1.854 6.00 3'80 2.on 50'&8 0.843 6.00 4. [I l. 00 30. 
~. 066 . 6.00 4. 0 I. (10 ';8:38 .81 6.1)0 4.00 2. (It) 
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APPENDIX III - 2 

km 
0.926 
0.933 
Q.939 
1.1.913 
0.813 
0.957 
O.~44 
1);.68: 

Ug~ 
1.061 
0.893 
0.975 

k ~.~. L'l.3 ~: ~~ Of •• ~2 
8.00 1.00 2.1)0 ~g:OO 

U~ N~ Hi ~n~ 
~:gg 3:3g t:!& ~8:gS 
8.00 3.80 2.80 50.00 
8.00 4'08 1.00 30.0') 
8.00 4.0 1.00 50.00 
8.00 4.g0 2.00 30.0)0 
$.00 4, 0 2.00 50.00 

The AVerBge error of prediction IS 
O. ~44 , 

T~€ M~xlmum rrror
l
of p~8dlction 15 1.193 

n~e Minimum error of F'r~dic:tion is 0.772-
&t812;JO. 

The total rlYmber of eodrnissible e::xpts. at:-= : 64 

The EDO Generated Desi911 is ••• 

window cycles cla.mp words 

1 2 1 1 ::-10 
2 ~ j ! 3.0 
3 50 
4 f ~ 2 ~g -' 1 
6 2 f 2 30 
7 2 "1'1 

W ~ ~ 50 
4 30 

OPTION CHOSEN SUBTRACT 
. Th~ Number Of Expts.Deleted FroU! The Ile:::i9tl Are - 1 

OPTION CHOSEN --- EVALUATE 

The 
.t 

The 
at 

The 

Max~lnurn jrt"or
2

of P£8dictio,:,' is 

Min~lIIum rr:ror 2of P58dic:t.1or"l is 
total munber of adllliz$ible: e:xpts. 

OPTION CHOSEN --- LIST PRINTER 

window cYcles clamp words 

~ I 
~ 8 
8 ~ 

OPTION CHOSEN 

! ! l . 

•f ~ 
" ~-~ SUBTRACT 

:30 
30 
50 
50 
50 
~S 
30 

1. 40;:" 
0.778 

al"e : 64 

The Numbel- Of Expts.DeletQ'd.From Th~ V02si';;lrl An= - 1 

OPTION CHOSEN --- EVALUATE 

The Avera-ell!;! error of prediction is 
1.148 ~ 

The MaximliM errot' ,.f-predict.ion is .1.45:3 
at. 2 :') 2 30.. 

The Ihnilll1.lm error of predlct.ton is: 0.916 

T~~ tot.~l n'.l~boS't· ~f ad~~ss.ible expt:=:. i«02 : E·4 

OPTION CHOSEN --- LIST PRINTER 
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The 
.t 
T~£ 
The 

Maximum .;oI'TOt" e.f I='t"e.jict.io:on is 
~ 1 2 30 

Nin~mwll ~t"n:or2Cof P5Sdict-ion is O. 77~: 
total f"llJmbet- e.f a.dmissible expts. CI)-e : 6.0; 

1.403 
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